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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization (Indianapolis MPO), the Indianapolis Public Transportation
Corporation (IndyGo), and the Central Indiana Regional Transportation Authority (CIRTA) are preparing an
Alternatives Analysis (AA) for proposed transit improvements in the East/West Central Corridor (“Blue Line”)
located in Marion, Hendricks and Hancock Counties of Indiana. This is a key corridor of the Phase 1 Central Indiana
Transit Plan of Indy Connect. Figure 1 shows some of the key destinations in the Blue Line study area. The 23.5mile corridor is centered on Washington Street, from Plainfield to Cumberland, through downtown Indianapolis.
Washington Street is currently served by IndyGo Route 8, the most heavily traveled route in the IndyGo system.

Figure 1 Key Blue Line Destinations
This corridor was established as a regional transportation priority in the well-publicized Indy Connect planning
process, which culminated in the approval of the Indy Connect Transit Vision Plan by the Indianapolis Regional
Transportation Council (IRTC) in February 2011. The Transit Vision Plan was adopted as part of the 2035 Long
Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) for the Indianapolis region, which recognized improved transit service in the
Blue Line Corridor as a priority investment that could result in significant regional and corridor level benefits.

1.1

Blue Line Project Goals

Project goals were identified for the Blue Line corridor in the context of the regional Transit Vision Statement and
associated regional transit planning principles. These goals were tied to performance measures for use in
evaluating alternatives. The goals and accompanying performance measures are presented in Table 1.
These goals guided project development during the current Alternatives Analysis and establish a basis for the
Purpose and Need statement to be developed in subsequent environmental studies. To the degree these goals are
achieved, the project will be a success in meeting corridor needs and opportunities, while advancing the transit
vision for the region.
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Table 1 Blue Line Project Goals and Performance Measures
Goal 1. Improve transit travel times and service frequencies in the corridor.
Measure 1: BRT Segment Travel Times, Blue Line versus Local Route 8
Goal #2: Increase Corridor Transit Ridership
Measure 2: Daily Linked Trips
Goal #3: Maintain or Improve Service Levels Provided to Low-Income and Zero-Car Households
Measure 3: Low-Income Households Served by Transit
Measure 4: Zero-Car Households Served by Transit
Goal #4: Serve Areas with High Potential for Transit-Supportive Economic Development
Measure 5: Average TOD Score of Nodes within Project Area
Measure 6: Percent of Stations within Economic Development Areas
Goal 5: Introduce Customer-Friendly Transit Features as an Initial “Premium Transit” Project in a Cost
Effective Manner
Measure 7: Cost Effectiveness Ratio
Measure 8: Boardings per Route-Mile
Measure 9: Boardings per Revenue-Hour
Goal #6: Promote Sustainability by Reducing Traffic Congestion and Improving Air Quality
Measure 10: Reduction in Vehicle Trips
Measure 11: Dollar Value of Environmental Benefits
Goal #7: Maximize These Opportunities within the Context of an Achievable Financial Plan
Measure 12: Total Capital Cost
Measure 13: Total Operations and Maintenance Cost

1.2
1.2.1

Corridor Travel Demand
Market Analysis

The travel market to be served by the Blue Line was analyzed to evaluate total trip demand, existing transit trip
patterns, and potential for transit oriented development (TOD). The market analysis showed that the downtown
area is by far the largest generator of trips in the corridor. The commercial area outside I-465 on the east and the
airport on the west are also significant attractions. Population density east of downtown and inside I-465 is
significantly higher than in the rest of the corridor, so the highest corridor ridership should be expected on the east
side. The best TOD opportunities are also on the east side, near downtown and in the vicinity of Irvington.

1.2.2 Existing Transit Operations
Significant insight was also gained by reviewing current IndyGo operations. IndyGo provides service on four local
th
routes in the study area, the main ones being Route 8 on Washington Street and Route 10 on 10 Street. Existing
boarding patterns provide a real world measure of demand by location. This information is shown on Figure 2.
Consistent with the market study, downtown and IUPUI are the strongest destinations in the corridor, though the
airport is strong, and Washington Square and the Meijer store in Cumberland also draw many trips. The greatest
number of boardings outside these areas are on the east side inside I-465 and on the west side near downtown.
2
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Figure 2 Existing IndyGo Boarding Levels by Stop

Defining the running time characteristics of current transit service can provide insight about opportunities for
improvement. Travel time conditions for IndyGo Route 8 were established based on the published schedule and
by travel time runs conducted by test vehicles on Washington Street. The bus schedule defines the existing transit
running time and the travel time runs identify components of that time, including free flow time, intersection
delay, non-intersection delay, and station dwell time. This data provides a basis of comparison with auto speeds
and identifies the sources of delay that might be reduced by BRT operational treatments. The results of the travel
time analysis for Route 8 are shown on Figure 3.
As shown on Figure 3, bus transit
operates at free flow speeds with other
traffic about 58% of the time. About
20% of the time, buses are standing idle
at stops or stations (dwell time).
Intersection delay, primarily from traffic
signals, accounts for about 16% of the
time a bus is operating.
Nonintersection delay accounts for only
about 6% of current travel time. To be
effective, BRT operational treatments
for the Washington Street corridor need
to reduce dwell time and traffic signal
delays. This is accomplished by station
selection and design, and actions to
speed boarding and deboarding, such as
adjusted fare collection strategies.

20%

Freeflow Time
Intersection Delay

6%
58%
16%

Non-Intersection Delay
Station Dwell Time

Figure 3 Typical Travel Time Breakdown for
IndyGo Route 8
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2.0

RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE

Unlike highway alternatives, transit alternatives are composed of a number of components, as shown on Figure 4.
These range from the location and physical elements to the operating plan of the service. Each of these
components is summarized in this section for the Blue Line. They are designed to address specific needs of this
corridor, and together they fully define the recommended alternative to move the project forward.

Stations
Running
Way

Signal
Technology

Operating
Plan

Vehicles

Recommended
Alignment

Alternative

Termini

Figure 4 Components of a Transit Alternative

2.1

Alignment

The proposed alignment for the Blue Line is Washington Street, where IndyGo Route 8 currently operates. Route 8
serves the highest existing ridership on the IndyGo system, with particularly high transit demand east of
th
downtown. Route 10, which serves the parallel 10 Street corridor, was also reviewed and found to be nearly as
attractive for service. It should be considered for frequent service and enhanced amenities as service
improvements are implemented by IndyGo.
The only variation that might be explored for the Blue Line alignment is the route through the downtown area as
shown on Figure 6. This study assumes that the Blue Line will utilize the Washington Street/Maryland Street one4
4
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way pair to travel east-west and serve the
downtown transit center. This could vary
based on operational experience or by a
future downtown transit circulation plan.

2.2 Vehicles
The Indy Connect transit system plan
identifies the Blue Line as one of the region’s
first rapid transit corridors where premium
transit will be developed. Premium transit is
characterized by customer-friendly features,
including defined routes, substantial stations,
frequent service, transit signal priority,
customer information systems, and special
branding. Commuter rail transit (CRT), heavy
rail transit (HRT), light rail transit (LRT), and
bus rapid transit (BRT) are the most common
forms of premium transit in the United States.

Figure 5 Downtown Alignment, with Red
Line

Unlike CRT and HRT, light rail transit and bus rapid transit systems are capable of operating within street rights-ofway, offering frequent service with stops that are spaced effectively for an urban setting. LRT was shown on
Washington Street in the first Indy Connect plan developed by the Central Indiana Transit Task Force in 2010. But
with an estimated cost of more than $1 billion, the LRT line was replaced by the Blue Line BRT service in the
adopted Regional Transit Vision Plan a year later.
Based on cost factors and service features, BRT was selected early in this study as the mode of choice for the Blue
Line corridor. It provides the best opportunity to introduce customer-friendly premium transit features that are
unavailable on today’s system. The success of a high quality BRT line in this corridor would build momentum for
the entire Indy Connect program, and the service is “right sized” in the context of corridor needs and the carefully
developed Indy Connect financial plan.
The Blue Line would be operated using 60-foot articulated bus transit vehicles designed for BRT use, such as the
type shown on Figure 6. The stylized articulated BRT vehicles would have comfortable interiors, multiple doors for
quick boarding and deboarding, provision for bicycle transport on board, and would provide a distinctive
appearance.
The appearance of Blue Line BRT vehicles will be important. Applying consistent brand elements to vehicles,
stations, signage, and customer information materials would distinguish Blue Line BRT vehicles from existing local
bus service vehicles. The brand should be well designed and easily recognizable to clarify that the service is more
frequent, reliable, and comfortable than local IndyGo bus services.

5
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Figure 6 Vehicle Designed for BRT, North American Bus Industries, Inc.
(NABI)

2.3 Running Way
Two running way treatments with mixed traffic operations were considered for the Blue Line. Both operate in the
curb lanes. The most feasible, and the one recommended at most locations on Washington Street, uses existing
lane configurations, as shown on Figure 7. Slight widening of the curb lane (at the expense of the inside travel
lane) would be provided on the most narrow section of Washington Street between East and Sheridan Streets on
the east side.

Figure 7 Shared Curb Lane – Existing Five-Lane Configuration
6
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A second running way treatment is
recommended for the Blue Line where
determined to be feasible during project design.
BRT would operate with mixed traffic in the right
lane. A center grassed median would be
provided to create landscape opportunities,
improve safety by reducing vehicular conflicts,
and allow the existing through lanes to be
widened. This would benefit transit, which must
currently operate in narrow 10-foot lanes on the
east side inside I-465. Median opportunities are
limited by the large number of existing driveways
on Washington Street, but even short sections
would enhance the streetscape of the corridor.

Figure 8 Landscaped Median Concept

BRT Sometimes operates in lanes dedicated for transit use, either all the time or during peak periods when traffic
is most congested. Dedicated lanes are most effective in congested corridors, where bypassing slower traffic
provides a travel time benefit. As shown on Figure 3, non-intersection delay due to congestion accounts for only
about 6% of the current transit delay on Washington Street, indicating the benefit would not be large. More
importantly, the right of way and pavement width of Washington Street is narrow. Adding lanes is not feasible,
and converting an existing lane to transit is not warranted based on any available guideline. Dedicated lanes are
typically feasible when they can be used by multiple transit lines, which is not the case on Washington Street.

2.4 Stations
Enhanced stations, off-board fare collection, level boarding, and passenger information display systems, are
assumed at all Blue Line stations. Some of these features contribute to faster boarding and deboarding of
passengers. Others provide a high degree of safety, comfort and convenience for riders that utilize the Blue Line
BRT system, as illustrated on Figure 9.
Since ¼ mile is generally considered
acceptable for walk access, ½ mile station
spacing was assumed as a planning guideline
for the Blue Line system. A range of factors
were considered in setting initial station
assumptions, including existing stop activity,
IndyGo transfer opportunities, and high TOD
scores.
Ultimately, 19 potential station
locations were identified on East Washington
Street (including downtown) and 12 locations
were identified on West Washington Street.
These recommended station locations are
listed in Table 2 and Table 3

Figure 9: Typical BRT Station
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Table 2 East Washington Street Blue Line BRT Stations
Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Westbound
Placement
Far
Far
Mid
Far
Near
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Off-Street

Nearest Cross Street
East Street
Southeastern Avenue
Arsenal Avenue
Hamilton Avenue
Rural Street
LaSalle Street
Sherman Drive
Linwood Avenue
Emerson Avenue
Ritter Avenue
Arlington Avenue
Ridgeview Drive
Sadlier Drive
Franklin Road
Post Road
Cherry Tree Plaza
Washington Square Mall
Centre East Drive
Cumberland (East Terminal)

Station

Eastbound
Placement
Far
Far
Mid
Mid
Mid
Far
Far
Far
Far
Near
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far

Station

Table 3 West Washington Street Blue Line BRT Stations
Station

Nearest Cross Street

Westbound Station
Placement

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Capitol Avenue
West Street
Harding Street/IndyGo
Belmont Avenue
North Tibbs Avenue
Holt Road
Fleming Road
Shopping Center Drive
Morris Street
Sigsbee Street
Bridgeport Road
Airport Terminal

Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Far
Near
Far
At Col. H. Weir Cook Terminal

8
8

Eastbound Station
Placement
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IndyGo Route 8 serves 132 stops between Cumberland and Indianapolis International Airport. This large number
of stops is typical for a local transit service. One of the basic BRT operational treatments in any corridor is to
reduce the number of stops and replace them with a smaller number of enhanced stations spaced further apart.
Making fewer stops and conducting them more quickly is central to faster travel time for BRT.

2.5 Signal Technology
Two commonly used traffic signal control techniques are recommended for use on the Blue Line. The first is transit
signal priority, whereby a bus communicates electronically with a traffic signal controller as it approaches an
intersection, and the signal either displays a green signal earlier than it would have otherwise, or it extends the
green time to allow the bus to pass through. Signal priority differs from signal pre-emption as is often used with
emergency vehicles or rail crossing locations, whereby traffic signal operations are interrupted regardless of what
phase they are in. Studies on Washington Street indicate that the effect of transit signal priority on current vehicle
operations would be minimal.
Queue bypass allows transit vehicles to pass lines of auto traffic at a signalized intersection. The form proposed
for the Blue Line would allow buses to use existing right turn lanes to advance through the intersection to a far side
station. Recommended applications are in heavy commercial areas where they can be very effective during certain
periods of the year.
Transit signal priority is recommended at all signalized intersections outside downtown. Queue bypass lanes are
recommended at selected locations where traffic simulations indicate that they would benefit travel time and
reliability, and where roadway geometry is favorable. In the Blue Line corridor, queue bypass operations would
use existing right-turn only lanes, typically proceeding through the intersection to a far side station before merging
back into the curbside through traffic lane.
Queue bypass lanes are recommended at the following intersections:




Eastbound:
o Cherry Tree Plaza
o Washington Square
o Wal-Mart (Centre East)
o Harding Street
Westbound:
o Washington Square

2.6 Operating Plan
Blue line service is recommended 19 hours each weekday, with 10 minute frequency for three hours during
evening peak periods, 15 minute frequency through most of the rest of the day, and 30 minute frequency early
morning and late night. These times would be lessened on weekends. Blue line rapid transit service would
operate (at least initially) in combination with IndyGo Route 8, which would continue to serve the large number of
local stops it does currently, with frequencies of ½ hour or 1 hour, depending on the time period, with additional
periods of less-frequent service on Saturdays and Sundays. The operating plan for the corridor is shown in Table 4.

9
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Table 4 Blue Line Corridor Operating Plan
Service Periods

5:00am – 6:00am
6:00am – 3:30pm
3:30pm – 6:30pm
6:30pm – 8:00pm
8:00pm – 12:00am
6:00am – 7:00am
7:00am – 9:00pm
9:00pm – 12:00am
7:00am – 9:00pm

Service Frequency
BRT
Weekday (19 Service Hours)
30 min
15 min
10 min
15 min
30 min
Saturday (18 Service Hours)
30 min
15 min
30 min
Sunday (14 Service Hours)
15 min

Route 8
60 min
30 min
30 min
30 min
60 min
60 min
30 min
60 min
30 min

2.7 Termini
Termini refers to the locations where service begins and ends. The Blue Line market analysis and IndyGo ridership
reviews show that crosstown trips represent a small share of overall ridership on Route 8 and that the east side
generates notably higher travel demand than the west side. The downtown transit center and its immediate
vicinity are the focal point for transit boardings and deboardings, but significant activity occurs throughout the
downtown area.
The market analysis clearly shows that a “west side only” configuration is not a reasonable alternative because
West Washington Street generates significantly lower travel demand than East Washington Street. Therefore, all
Blue Line alternatives evaluated include East Washington Street. Service west of the regional center was evaluated
as part of one or more crosstown alternatives that include service to East Washington Street.
With an eastern terminus in Cumberland, four western terminus alternatives were defined for evaluation, as
follows:








Downtown Transit Center: The “East Side BRT” alternative would have a western terminus at the
downtown transit center, enabling the Blue Line to serve the majority of existing Route 8 passengers on
East Washington Street while providing for transfers at the downtown transit center to high demand
areas at IUPUI and North Meridian Street.
Harding Street/IndyGo: The “East Side to Downtown BRT” alternative would serve the western part of
downtown, including the Indiana Convention Center and Indiana State Government Complex. IndyGo
headquarters on Harding Street would provide a turnaround area, much as it does now for frequent
service on Route 8.
North Tibbs Avenue: Extending service 1.1 miles beyond Harding Street, the “East Side to North Tibbs
BRT” alternative would capture the highest areas of travel demand on the on the west side outside the
airport.
Indianapolis International Airport: The airport is the largest generator of transit demand on the west
side and is the terminus of existing Route 8 service. The “Full Crosstown Corridor BRT” alternative would
provide full Blue Line service from Cumberland to Indianapolis International Airport.

10
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The full range of performance measures listed in Table 1 were used to evaluate the four alternatives described
above. The most pertinent measures for determining recommended termini are shown in Table 5.
Table 5 Blue Line Evaluation Matrix
Project Goals and Performance
Measures

No Build
(Route 8)

Alternative
1

Alternative
2

Alternative
3

Alternative
4

Segment Length

Cumberland
to Airport
24.4 Mi.

Cumberland
to Alabama
10.3 Mi.

Cumberland
to Harding
12.5 Mi.

Cumberland
to N Tibbs
13.6 Mi.

Cumberland
to Airport
24.1 Mi.

Route 8 travel time (min)

99

44

53

59

86

Blue Line BRT travel time (min)

N/A

35

44

48

73

Minutes Saved

N/A

9 (26%)

9 (20%)

11 (23%)

13 (18%)

Total Daily Linked Trips

4,867

6,175

6,526

6,738

6,837

Low-Income Households Served

N/A

4,136

4,352

5,271

6,440

Zero-Car Households Served

N/A

1,314

1,409

1,667

1,921

Average TOD Score

N/A

113

125

123

114

Cost Effectiveness Ratio
(cost/rider)
Blue Line Boardings/Route-Mi

N/A

$1.78

$1.93

$2.01

$2.52

N/A

440

412

409

250

Blue Line Boardings/Revenue-Hr

N/A

38

34

30

25

Annual Reduction Vehicle-Trips

N/A

363,000

460,000

519,000

546,000

Total Capital Cost

N/A

$50.1M

$60.8M

$67.0M

$90.8M

Operations & Maintenance Cost

$5.9M

$9.3M

$10.7M

$11.5M

$14.8M

Segment

All of the alternatives provide a travel time advantage over local bus service. The greatest time savings is achieved
on the east side and extends at 20% or more to North Tibbs Avenue. The greatest ridership increase over Route 8
occurs east of downtown, though it continues to increase with the additional 3.3 miles of Service to North Tibbs
Avenue. The ridership increase with the additional 10.5 miles of service to the airport is much less.
This evaluation indicates that most of the benefits of the Blue Line can be achieved initially by providing service to
North Tibbs Avenue. This should be advanced as the first phase of Blue Line BRT service. At 13.6 miles, its length
is just over half that of the full corridor. Based on the preliminary operating plan, 12 vehicles would be required on
the initial Blue Line segment between Cumberland and North Tibbs Avenue during the afternoon peak period.
Service on the full Blue Line corridor would require 17 vehicles in maximum service. Applying a 20% spare ratio, a
total fleet of 15 and 21 BRT vehicles, respectively, would be required for initial and full corridor service.
Service improvements and amenities should be provided for Route 8 between North Tibbs Avenue and the airport
at or near the time the initial phase of Blue line BRT service is initiated. These improvements, coupled with the
higher ridership on the initial BRT segment will enhance the opportunities to extend Blue Line BRT service over the
full length of the corridor in a subsequent phase.
The final recommended alternative for the Blue Line BRT corridor is shown on Figure 11.
11
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3.0

BLUE LINE BRT TRAVEL TIME BENEFITS

The travel time savings of the
recommended alternative can be
estimated by adjusting the delay
components of the current trip shown on
Figure 3. Recommended BRT features
include ½-mile station spacing, level
boarding and off-board fare collection,
transit signal priority, and queue bypass
lanes. Time savings were applied to the
IndyGo Route 8 schedule to reflect these
changes. The results for the initial phase
and full crosstown service are shown on
Figure 9 and Figure 10. The potential
effect of dedicated lanes is also shown
for reference.
Travel times in the figures are
cumulative, starting with fewer stations,
adding transit signal priority with bypass
lanes, then adding dedicated lanes.
Generally, the times represent peak
period conditions. Existing IndyGo Route
8 running time and auto travel time are
shown for comparison.
As shown in the graphs, among the
proposed BRT treatments in the corridor,
enhanced stations spaced further apart
results in the largest travel time savings,
accounting for a 15% to 20% reduction in
estimated running time. A 20-second
dwell time is assumed, similar to most
rail systems.
Traffic signal priority
strategies and queue bypass lanes add
some time savings and they would
improve schedule reliability.
As
expected, little additional benefit would
be provided by installing dedicated
curbside bus lanes since there is currently
minimal
non-intersection
delay
experienced on Washington Street.

Figure 9 Forecasted Blue Line Time
Savings, Cumberland to N. Tibbs (Initial
Phase)

Figure 10 Forecasted Blue Line Time
Savings, Cumberland to Airport (Full
Crosstown BRT)
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Figure 11 Recommended Blue Line Alternative
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